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IDENTITY OF THE AMICI AND AUTHORITY TO FILE

Biotechnology Industry Organization (“BIO”) is the world’s largest trade

association, representing over 1100 biotechnology companies, academic

institutions, state biotechnology centers, and related organizations across the

United States and in more than 30 other nations. BIO members research and

develop biotechnological healthcare, agricultural, environmental, and industrial

products. BIO members range from startup entities and university spinoffs to

Fortune 500 multinational corporations, though the majority of BIO members are

small companies that have yet to bring products to market or attain profitability,

and thus depend on venture capital and other private investment for their growth.

The Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers of America (“PhRMA”) is

a voluntary, nonprofit association representing the nation’s leading research-based

pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies. PhRMA’s member companies are

dedicated to discovering medicines that enable patients to lead longer, healthier,

and more productive lives. During 2013 alone, PhRMA members invested an

estimated $51.1 billion to research and develop new medicines. PhRMA’s mission

is to advocate public policies that encourage the discovery of life-saving and life-

enhancing medicines by its members.

Pharmaceutical and biotechnology products typically require long

development times and enormous investments before they reach the marketplace.
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Companies rely heavily on patents to protect such substantial investments of time,

resources, and capital. The panel’s decision here needlessly adds uncertainty to the

prospective term of pharmaceutical and biotechnology patents and thereby risks

chilling investment in research, development, and commercialization of new

products that heal, feed, and fuel the world.

BIO and PhRMA thus appear as amici out of concern that the Gilead

majority has expanded the judicially-created doctrine of obviousness-type double

patenting in ways that impair the settled expectations of the industry and of the

public, and that conflict with established precedent and Congressional intent. The

plaintiffs-appellees to this appeal are members of BIO. No party to this appeal has

contributed financially or substantively to the preparation of this brief.

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

The plaintiffs-appellees’ Petition for Rehearing En Banc presents an

opportunity for the Court to clarify the role and applicability of the obviousness-

type double patenting (“ODP”) doctrine in the post-URAA era.

There is no justification for expanding the scope of a judicially-created

doctrine founded primarily on an increasingly obsolete concern regarding

unjustified patent term extensions. While the ODP doctrine may retain some

utility for post-URAA patents to prevent the harassment of a potential infringer by

multiple parties, that use is limited. At the very least, nothing in the post-URAA
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landscape suggests a need to depart from established precedent to invalidate a

patentee’s first-issued patent based on a later-issued, earlier-expiring patent.

Rather than recognizing, as this Court has done before, that the doctrine has fewer

applications in light of the statutory changes to patent term, the majority

erroneously reasons that “Congress could not have intended to inject the potential

to disturb the consistent application of the doctrine of double patenting by passing

the URAA.” Slip Op. at 15. In so doing, the majority conflates Congressional

intent with its own view that the “consistent application” of the judicially-created

doctrine is superior to the statutory rights established (and changed) by the

legislative branch. Principles of judicial restraint require the opposite conclusion.

The majority also fails to consider the serious and unjust consequences of its

new, expiration-based rule for the scientific and business community, especially

with regard to existing patent portfolios that are now retroactively affected by the

majority’s decision. Additionally, the majority’s expansion of the ODP doctrine to

limit the expected patent-derived marketplace exclusivity for some new drugs will

have the unavoidable effect of reducing the incentive for companies to invest the

huge sums of money necessary to bring new drugs to the market. Because the

panel’s decision extends the ODP doctrine well beyond its policy roots without

sufficient justification, and because the panel’s decision deprives patent owners of

the patent rights guaranteed by Congress, en banc review is necessary.
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ARGUMENT

I. The Panel’s Decision Does Not Provide Adequate Justification for
Expanding a Judicially-Created Doctrine To a Point Where It Conflicts
with Precedent and Congressional Intent.

The ODP doctrine is “a judge-made criterion adopted out of necessity where

the courts were faced with a situation in which claims in two applications or

patents were not drawn precisely to the same invention, but were drawn to

inventions so very much alike as to render one obvious in view of the other and to

effectively extend the life of the patent that would have the earlier of the two issue

dates.” Gerber Garment Tech., Inc. v. Lectra Sys., Inc., 916 F.2d 683, 686 (Fed.

Cir. 1990) (emphasis added).

Developed in an era during which United States patents enjoyed terms of 17

years from their issue dates, the doctrine was “an important check on improper

extension of patent rights through the use of divisional and continuation

applications.” Boehringer Ingelheim Int’l GmbH v. Barr Labs., Inc., 592 F.3d

1340, 1346 (Fed. Cir. 2010). As Judge Rader explained in his dissent in this case,

in that era, “[a] patentee could file successive continuations and obtain additional

patent terms of obvious modifications of its earlier claims where its earlier patents

and applications did not qualify as prior art, and perhaps could do so ad infinitum.”

Slip Op. Dissent at 2. See also, e.g., In re Goodman, 11 F.3d 1046, 1053 (Fed. Cir.

1993) (rejecting genus claims in a continuation application that were obvious over
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species claims in the parent application, and cautioning that a patentee could gain

unjustified extension of monopoly by “adopting the easy course of filing a

continuation or divisional application”); In re Braithwaite, 379 F.2d 594, 601

(C.C.P.A. 1967) (holding that the applicant should not be allowed to enjoy

unjustified extension of patent rights by filing a continuation-in-part application

whose claimed subject matter was obvious over that of the parent patent, but his

terminal disclaimer foreclosing such extension cured the defect).

In the 1994 Uruguay Round Agreements Act (“URAA”), Congress

established that patentees would enjoy a term of 20 years from the filing date of the

priority application. 35 U.S.C. § 154(a)(2). By tying terms to the filing date rather

than the issue date of the patent, Congress removed the potential for abuse by way

of serial applications. An applicant in the post-URAA world cannot file successive

continuation applications and gain term based on the issue dates of those

applications, while still claiming priority to the original application -- rather, term

now is limited to twenty years from the earliest priority date for the patent family.

Thus, the principal justification for the ODP doctrine -- protecting against

the unjustified extension of exclusivity -- is largely irrelevant for post-URAA

patents, and certainly does not warrant any further expansion of the doctrine. In

fact, the use of ODP to address unjustified patent term extension should arise only

rarely today. See In re Fallaux, 564 F.3d 1313, 1318 (Fed. Cir. 2009) (“It is true
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that the unjustified patent term extension justification for obviousness-type double

patenting has limited force in this case. Indeed, this is surely true of many double

patenting rejections today, in no small part because of the change in the Patent Act

from a patent term of seventeen years from issuance to a term of twenty years from

filing.”); Boehringer, 592 F.3d at 1346 (“The doctrine of obviousness-type double

patenting is an important check on improper extension of patent rights through the

use of divisional and continuation applications, at least for patents issued from

applications filed prior to the amendment of 35 U.S.C. § 154 . . . .”).

Despite this Court’s repeated recognition of the “limited force”1 that the

ODP doctrine has now, the panel’s decision expands, rather than limits, the sweep

of the doctrine. The panel’s decision places inappropriate emphasis on the

expiration date of patents in determining ODP, claiming that the pre-URAA

method of looking to issue dates for ODP was merely to serve “as a reliable stand-

1 Independently, the ODP doctrine has been applied to “prevent harassment of an
alleged infringer by multiple parties.” In re Van Ornum, 686 F.2d 937, 945 (Fed.
Cir. 1982). This justification may retain some applicability in the post-URAA
world. See Fallaux, 564 F.3d at 1319 (upholding ODP rejection where the
reference patents and the application at issue were owned by different parties,
despite no extension of term). The panel’s decision, however, does not invoke this
justification, as the patents in this case are jointly owned and a terminal disclaimer
was filed that removes any risk of different assignees suing on the patents. More
importantly, this justification is unrelated to any extension of patent term, and thus
does not support the panel’s sweeping expansion of the ODP doctrine to invalidate
all earlier-issued, but later-expiring patents.
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in for the date that really mattered -- patent expiration.” Slip Op. at 13 (emphasis

added). As described above, this misstates the central inquiry and purpose of the

ODP doctrine -- concern regarding patent term. Instead of accepting that ODP

may no longer “fit” in the post-URAA patent regime, the panel’s decision provides

a counter-solution to require ODP to apply to post-URAA patents, resulting in

unintended and unjust consequences. This serves to add even more uncertainty to

an area of law where unpredictability already often reigns.

The determination of patent term is not a simple proposition. For example,

both the URAA and the American Inventors Protection Act (“AIPA”), passed in

1999, specifically provide for additional patent term in circumstances where term

is lost through no fault of the applicant -- e.g., as a result of appeals, interferences,

or patent office delays during prosecution. Based on these statutes, at the time of

filing an application, an applicant today cannot predict with certainty when any

patent issuing from that application will expire. Adding to this uncertainty, the

panel’s decision now raises the distinct possibility that a later-issued patent could

lead to the forfeiture of additional patent term that was fairly accrued in an earlier-

issued patent.

Moreover, the law of obviousness (and with it, ODP) is itself in flux.

Though ODP was traditionally limited to comparing later-filed to earlier-issued

claims, this Court has expanded ODP to comparing claims with the specification of
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an earlier issued patent. See, e.g., Geneva Pharm., Inc. v. GlaxoSmithKline PLC,

349 F.3d 1373 (Fed. Cir. 2003); Pfizer, Inc. v. Teva Pharms. USA, Inc., 518 F.3d

1353 (Fed. Cir. 2008). Additionally, applicants sometimes face double patenting

rejections even under circumstances where the claimed inventions are deemed

nonobvious over each other, based purely on purportedly improper time extensions

of patent rights (e.g., rejections based on In re Schneller, 397 F.2d 350 (C.C.P.A

1968)). The doctrine has been applied even between applications having different

inventors and different owners. See In re Hubbell, 709 F.3d 1140 (Fed. Cir. 2013).

Congress provided for none of the foregoing expansions of double patenting

doctrine. Instead, it specified -- repeatedly and in detail -- a default patent term

and circumstances under which term could deviate from that default. In fact,

Congress sought to grant applicants more term by way of the URAA. See 140

Cong. Rec. S15271-03 (1994). In light of clear Congressional specificity about

patent term, this Court should be cautious when overlaying its own views about

when the duration of rights that were granted in full compliance with the statute is

nevertheless improper. Because the panel has offered no justification for

expansion of the ODP doctrine, rehearing is vital.

II. The Panel’s Decision Is Overly Broad and Damaging to Innovation.

The majority’s decision continues the trend toward judicial expansion of

nonstatutory double patenting. It has a far reach. Permitting any earlier-expiring
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patent to serve as a double patenting reference in the post-URAA era, as this panel

has decided, significantly affects the settled expectations of innovators and

exacerbates existing uncertainty about patent terms and the ODP doctrine.

Many patent portfolios are complex and involve multiple related inventions.

Companies already struggle to make business assumptions and decisions based on

expected terms of exclusivity. Especially in the pharmaceutical and biotechnology

industries, companies routinely engage in continuing research that often results in

further innovation, and thus companies count on adequate patent protection for

both the original invention and subsequent discoveries in order to justify the

investment necessary to develop and commercialize their products. Additionally,

companies often assess the patent term awarded to their competitors in gauging

market opportunities, timing of prospective product launches, and R&D resource

allocation. Instead of providing a “stable benchmark” for the public, the panel’s

decision renders it extremely difficult to forecast periods of exclusivity, because

patents issued months or even years later could retroactively curtail existing patent

terms. This uncertainty necessarily has a chilling effect on future investment

decisions, as companies will have less incentive to invest the substantial resources

required to develop new products without the assurances of definite periods of

exclusivity. Thus, the panel’s decision both upends current expectations and

assumptions and discourages future investment and innovation.
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III. Under Principles of Judicial Restraint, the Court Should Grant En
Banc Review.

Courts should be cautious when creating or expanding law that is not rooted

in statute, and even more so when such expansion is at odds with Congressional

intent. See generally United States v. Rutherford, 442 U.S. 544, 559 (1979)

(“Whether, as a policy matter, an exemption should be created is a question for

legislative judgment, not judicial inference.”). The ODP doctrine was primarily

established to address a perceived loophole in the Patent Act that Congress has

now essentially eliminated. In these circumstances, judicial restraint counsels

against unwarranted further expansion of the doctrine.

At the very least, en banc review is necessary in this case to clarify the scope

of the ODP doctrine. The dual purpose of en banc consideration is “to secure or

maintain uniformity of the court’s decisions” and to consider “a question of

exceptional importance.” Fed. R. App. P. 35 (a)(1)-(2). Given the panel’s

unjustified departure from precedent concerning the scope of the ODP doctrine,

and the serious and far-reaching consequences of the panel’s decision on amici’s

member companies and the public, en banc review should be granted.

CONCLUSION

For the reasons set forth above, amici curiae BIO and PhRMA respectfully

ask that this Court grant Gilead’s Petition for Rehearing En Banc.
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